Wednesday 25th May 2011
NOF Energy Offices, Durham, North East
England
09.30am – 1.30pm

Workshop: Nuclear New Build
‘Understanding the RCC-M nuclear code’

The UK is to build additional new nuclear power generation capacity, which is to be reliable, for its
design lifetime and any lifetime extension; generating energy at competitive costs without producing
any carbon dioxide.
NOF Energy in partnership with member company Geoff B Associates are hosting a nuclear new build
workshop. The event will provide managers, engineers and technicians who have design, manufacturing, inspection,
test or quality assurance and control responsibilities a greater understanding of the RCC-M technical codes and
relationship with the equivalent ASME code.
The workshop includes:
• The scope and evolution of the RCC-M code
• The structure of the RCC-M code
• Interaction with Regulatory requirements
• Outline and structure of the RCC-E (Electrical requirements)
• Outline and structure of RSE-M (In-service inspection)
• A detailed comparison with ASME Section 3
Reasons to attend this workshop include:
• You will be supplying equipment for use in a nuclear context, goods are subject to a specific safety evaluation and
demonstration process.
• RCC-M is a widely used and acknowledged technical code and tool for the manufacturing of nuclear equipment, to
achieve quality.
• RCC-M uses regulatory oversight, technical qualification, current national and international standards.
Tier 2 companies may need a clear understanding of RCC-M, when specifying the quality requirements to their sub
suppliers and contractors.
Tier 3 and 4 companies may require being familiar with the RCC-M code when understanding the project quality
requirements.

To book online >>> click here
NOF Energy members pay a discounted fee to attend this event, members only are required to enter promotion code: nofenergymember at the
summary page.

For further information about this event contact Kristie
Leng, NOF Energy’s Lead Events Coordinator by
telephone +44 (0)191 3846464 or by email
rharrison@nofenergy.co.uk
For information about membership: click here

